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308 Planar graph: Graph that can be embedded in
31]
the plane or on a sphere.
t^f^ Reconstructible graph (edge): Graph that is determined by those subgraphs of the graphs
]is
obtained by deleting a single vertex (edge)
316
318
of the graph.
Tournamenl: Directed graph obtained by oril?9
321
enting the edges of a complete graph.
;;;
324 Tree: Connected graph that has no cycles.
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Glossnnv

Bipartite graph: Graph whose vertices can be
partitioned into two sets of independent
vertices.

Connectivity (edge): Minimum number of vertices (edges) which, when deleted, leaves a
disconnected graph.

Coloring (edge): Assignment of colors to the
vertices (edges) of a graph so that adjacent
vertices (edges) have different colors.
Componeni: Maximal connected subgraph of a
graph.

Digraph: Pair consisting of a flnite nonempty
set called the vertex set and a collection of
ordered pairs of the vertices called the arc
set.

Factorization: Collection

of

subgraphs

of a

graph that partition the edges of the graph.
Good algorithm: Algorithm with a polynomial
upper bound on the time required to terminate in the worst case.
Independent set: Set of vertices (edges) such
that no pair is adjacent.
Isomorphism: One-to-one map, from the verti-

ces of one graph onto the vertices of another graph, that preserves edges.
Matching: Collection of independent edges in a
graph.

Network: Directed graph in which every arc is
given a label.
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A graph is a f,nite collection of elements,
called vertices, and a finite collection of lines or
curves, called edges, that join cedain pairs of
these vertices. This is an abstract mathematical
structure that is of interest on its own, and also
as a structure that can model a variety of real
situations and problems. Street maps, communications systems, electrical networks, orgaflizational structures, and chemical molecules can be
viewed as graphs. Some historical roots of the
subject, important results about the structure
and theory of graphs, outstanding open problems in graph theory, and graphs as mathematical models are presented. Procedures (called al-

gorithms)

for solving graphical problems are

described, and the application ofthe structure of
graphs and graphical algorithms to problems
modeled by graphs are also discussed.

l. lntroduction
A graph G is generally thought of

as a collec-

tion of points together with curves or lines that
join certain pairs of these points. This simple
structure is a natural model for many real situations. For example,

a

road map uses a graph as a

model: Cities are represented by points and
roads between cities by curves or lines. Organizational charts are graphs with points representing individuals in the organization and lines beCopyright

o
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and E : {ux, uy, uy, xy}.The degrees ofthe
vertices are d(u): d(x):2, d(u) : I, d(y) -3, and d(w) : 0. We say that w is an isolated
vertex.
With this minimal background we can make
an elementary but useful observation. If we sum

x,yj

ew

1o.,. o*ri.
tween pairs of points indicating that one person
is the immediate supervisor of another. In this
case, it may be more appropriate to think of the
lines as directed from the supervisor to the person being supervised. Communication systems,
electrical networks, family trees, and molecules
can be represented by graphs. Our initial objectives will be to formalize this idea of graph, introduce some standard notation and terminology, develop the basic concepts, and illustrate
these with examples.

A graph G is a nonempty finite set V(G) together with a finite set E(G) of distinct unordered pairs of elements of Y(G). Each element
in V(G) is called a vertex and each element in
E(G) is called an edge. When it is clear which
graph is being used, the vertex set V(G) and the
edge set E(G) are written as just V and E, respectively. The order of G, usuatly denoted lYl,
is the number of elements in V, and the size of G
is the number of elements in E, denoted bV l-E i.
For vertices u and u of Ythe edge s : {a, u} is
expressed more compactly as just au. We say
that z is adjacent to u, and e is incident to z and
u. The edge e is said to join the vertices u andu.
Also, two edges incident to a common vertex
are said to be adjacent to each other. The neighborhood N6(u) [or just N(u)] of a vertex u is the
set of vertices of G that are adjacent to u, and
the number of elements in N(u) is called the
degree of u and is denoted by dc@) [or just
d(u)1. Of course, the degree dc(u) is also the
number of edges of G incident to u.
A graph has a useful geometric representation
in the plane, with points representing vertices
and curves or lines representing edges. The
graph G pictured in Fig. 1 can be used to illusou
Ow
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(a) Subgraph, G

supergraph, G
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uw.

the degrees of vertices of a graph, then each
edge of the graph will be counted exactly twice,
once at each end. This gives the following result.

Theorem

-

1. If G is a graph of order p and
: {ur,u2, ...,u0),then2!:ra(u,):

size qwithV
2q.

The concept of substructure is of basic importance in graph theory. A graph Il is a subgraph
of a graph G tf V(H) c V(G) and E(H) e E(G).
Also, the graph G is said to be a supergraph of
11. If the edges of 11 are precisely the edges of G

that join pairs of vertices of f1, then 11 is an
induced subgraph of G. If Il is a subgraph with
V(H) : V(G), then 11 is called a spanning subgraph of G. There are some special subgraphs
and supergraphs ofa graph G that occur so frequently that special notation is given to them. If
e e E, then G - e is the subgraph of G with the
same vertices and edges as G except that the
edge e is deleted. Similarly, if u e V, then G - u
is the subgraph of G with the vertex u deleted
from the vertex set and all edges incident to u
deleted from the edge set. There are obvious
generalizations to sets of vertices or edges.
Also, if e is an edge not in .8, then G * e is the
supergraph of G with the same vertex set as G

butwith

e added to the edge set. The concepts of
subgraph and supergraph are illustrated in Fig.
2, with G being the gpph pictured in Fig. 1.
Two graphs G and H are identical (written as

G

: H) if Y(c) : V(H) and E(G) :

E(H).

However, it is possible for graphs to have the
same appearance if they are appropriately labeled but yet not be identical. Two graphs G and
are said to be isomorphic (written as G = fl) if
there is a one-to-one mapping (called an isomor-

fl

v^
(b)

(o)

FlG.2.
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trate the notation that has been presented. The
graph G has order 5 and size 4 with V : {u, u, w ,

r\
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phism) 0 ot V(G) onto V(f1) such that edge zu is
in E(G) if and only if edge 0(u)0(u) is in E(fI).
The graph G pictured in Fig. I is isomorphic to
the graph fI of Fig. 3; in fact, the map 0 defined

size n(and order n + 1). A collection ofvertices
are said to be independent ifthere are

ofa graph

no edges joining them. Thus, the vertices of the
complement of a complete graph and the vertices in the parts of a bipartite graph are independent.
If all vertices of a graph have the same degree
r, then the graph is said to be r-regular or regular. The complete graph K41 and the complete

bipartite graph K,,, are examples of r-regular
graphs. There are many other special graphs,
but we conclude with the graph C,, a cycle of
length n. This is a connected graph of order n
which is 2-regular. The graph C5 is pictured in
Fig. 4 along with other examples of complete
graphs, bipartite graphs, and their complements.
Up to this point only one form of a graph has
been discussed, the form that is sometimes
called a simple graph. No edges of the form uu,
called loops, were allowed. Also, pairs of verti-

1r
,\

A

H

v5

Rr,.

FlG.4.

Kz,t

K4

ro

Some classes of graphs occur so frequently
that special names are given to them. A graph of

graph is called a complete bipartite graph and is
denoted bY K-., if lAl : m afilBl: n. Thus,
K*,rhas order m -l n and size mn, The special
complete bipartite graph K1,n is called a star of

m

o

by 0(u) : a,0(u) : d, 0(w) : f, 0(x) : b, and
0(y) : c is an isomorphism from G onto f1.
order n in which every pair of its vertices is
adjacent is called a complete graph and is denoted by Kn. Each vertex in K" has degree n 1, and the size of the graph is (i) : n(n - l)12.
The complement G of a graph G is the graph
with vertex set Y(G) such that two vertices are
adjacent in G if and only if they are not adjacent
in G. Thus K,is agraph with no edges. A bipartite graph is one in which the vertices can be
partitioned into two sets, say A and B, such that
every edge ofthe graphjoins a vertex in A and a
vertex in B. The sets A and B are called the parts
of the bipartite graph. If every vertex in A is
joined to every vertex in 8, then the bipartite

o

Special graphs and complements.

ces were joined by at most one edge, not multiIf loops and multiple edges are allowed, the structure is called a multigraph. This
definition of a multigraph is not standard be-

ple edges.

cause loops are not always allowed. Figure 5a
shows an example of a multigraph that has multiple edges joining vertices u and w and loops at
the vertex u. So far, edges have been assumed to
have no direction, so the edge zu is the same as
the edge uz. Sometimes it is appropriate for an

edge

to

have

a direction, and such

directed

edges are called arcs. Each arc is an ordered
pair ofdistinct vertices, and the arc lzu is not the
same as the arc ua. Such structures are called

directed graphs or digraphs. An example of a
digraph is given in Fig. 5b. A1l these structures
and some variations will be considered later.
There are many ways to describe or determine
a particular graph. So far, we have described
graphs generally by definition and listing their
vertices and edges. In a few cases, a picture or
drawing of the graph was used to determine the
graph. The adjacency matrix A(G) of a graph G
is a common and useful structure for describing
a graph. If G has order n, then A(G) is an n \ n
matrix with r rows and columns and 0 or I entries in which the ith vertex corresponds to the
ith row and column. The (i,7) entry is I if and
only if the i th vertex is adjacent to theTth vertex. The matrix A(G) depends on an ordering of
the vertices, and a different ordering ofthe vertices results in a permutation of the rows and
columns of the adjacency matrix. Also, A(G) is
a symmetric matrix with only 0's on the diago-

(o)
FlG.

5.

( b)

(a) Multigraph, (b) directed graphs'

II. CONNECTEDNESS
nal, and the number of l's in the ith row
(column) is the degree of ith vertex. Similar adjacency matrices can be deflned for digraphs and
multigraphs.
The study of procedures, or algorithms, for
solving graphical problems is central in the theory of graphs. After the existence of an algorithm has been verified, the question of efflciency must be answered. An algorithm is said
to be good if it is a polynomial-time algorithm.
This means that tf n is some parameter that describes the magnitude of the graph (such as order or size), then there exist positive constants c
and ft such that in the worst case the time (the
number of operations such as additions or comparisons) required for the algorithm to terminate
is bounded above by cnk. Annr algorithm is one
in which the time required is at most cnk for
some positive constant c . If k : 1, then the algorithm is said to be linear.
The reason for searching for good algorithms,
as opposed to those with no polynomial upper
bound, is that those with exponential growth can
be extremely inefficient. The following is a dramatic example of this. If n : 20, which is a
relatively small number, then 13 : 8000. On the
other hand z! is a number with 19 digits. If a
computer could do 1,000,000 calculations a second, it would take only a fraction of a second to
do n 3 calculations, but it would take over 75,000
years to do n ! calculations. However, some care
must be taken in interpreting the relative efflciencies of algorithms for small values of n. A1though an n3 algorilhm is quicker than an n5 or
an n ! algorithm for large values of r, for small
values of z the constant associated with each of
the algorithms can be the dominant factor. Either an ns or n! algorithm could be faster than an
n3 algorithm for small values of n.
Consider two graphs G and H of the same
order (say, n) and size that are each described
by a vertex and edge set. There is a good algorithm to determine whether the graphs are identical. First, determine whether V(G) : V(H).If

this is true, order the vertex sets in the same
way and form the adjacency matrices A(G) and

: A(H), then G and Il are identical. Each of these steps takes at most n2 comparisons, so we have a good algorithm: an n2 algo-

A(H).It A(G)

rithm for determining whether two graphs are
identical. Next, consider the problem of determining if G and 11 are isomorphic. A reasonable
approach would be to order the sets Y(G) and
V(H) (they need not be identical) and construct
the adjacency matrices A(G) and A(11). How-

3il

ever, G = Il if and only if there is some ordering
of the sets V(G) and Y(11) such that A(G) :
A(11). Unfortunately, there are n ! possible permutations of an ordered set with n elements.
Since n! is not polynomial in n, this approach
does not give a good algorithm. It is not known
whether a good algorithm for isomorphism exists. In fact, this problem, the isomorphism
problem, is one of the outstanding problems in
graph theory.
In the remaining sections, selected but representative topics from the theory of graphs will
be discussed. The topics are by no means exhaustive, for example, graphical enumeration,
algebraic graph theory, and random graphs are
not discussed, even though all are important and
interesting topics.

ll.

Connecledness
Connectedness is a fundamental concept in

graph theory, and most readers will have an in-

it. However, we need to introduce some related elementary ideas to present
the concept. In a graph G, a walk from a vertex
z to a distinct vertex u is a flnite sequence of
alternating vertices and edges W : usepl ... D&t
with us : u and u* : u and with each edge of the
sequence incident in G to each of the vertices on
either side of it in the sequence. The length of
the walk W is k, the number of edges in W. If all
the edges ofthe sequence are distinct, then I4ris
called a trail. If, in addition, all the vertices of I,[:'
are distinct, it is called a path. If the initial vertex and the final vertex are allowed to be the
same (a : u), the walk, trail, or path is called
closed. A closed path of length at least 3 determines a graph that is called a cycle. A path (or
cycle) with n vertices is usually denoted by P,
(or C,).
Two vertices u and u in a graph G are connected ifthere is a path from z to u. A graph G is
connected if each pair of its vertices is connected. Even when G is not connected, all the
vertices of G connected to a fixed vertex form a
connected subgraph of G. Thus, a disconnected
graph G can be partitioned into connected subtuitive feel for

graphs, called the components of G. The components are the maximal connected subgraphs ofa

graph. For example, the graph G of Fig. I has
two components, one with the four vertices {2,
u, x, y\ and the other with the single vertex lr.
Associated with any pair of vertices z and u of
a

graph G is the distance da@, u) [or just d(u, u)

when appropriatel, which is the length of

a
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shortest path from uto u. A natural and interesting problem is the determination of a good procedure or algorithm for finding d(u, u). A bruteforce approach of checking all possible paths
from u to u would not be satisfactory, because
the number of such paths could be quite large, in
fact of order of magnitude (n - 2)l for a graph G

of order n.
A good shortest-path algorithm discovered by

Dijkstra determines the distance from a flxed
vertex of a graph G of order n to each of the
remaining vertices, and it works in order of magnittde n2 . Also, this algorithm handles the more
general structure of a weighted graph G in which
each edge e of G is assigned a real number w(e)
called its weight. For a weighted graph, the
length of a path is the sum of the weights of the
edges of the path. It should be noted that any
graph G can be considered as a weighted graph
by assigning weight I to each edge of G. The

algorithm of Dijkstra is of greedy design and
uses a breadth-first search of the graph.

It starts

by finding the vertex in G which is closest to

a

fixed vertex u. At each step the next closest vertex is found using the information about the distance from u to vertices whose distances from u
have already been determined. Each of the z
steps involves at most n comparisons and r additions of real numbers, thus the n2 order of
magnitude.

The shortest-path algorithm can be used to
determine the components of a graph. A11 vertices in the same component of a fixed vertex u of
a graph have finite distances from u, while the

remaining vertices have infinite distance. Although there are more efficient methods for finding the components ofa graph, the shortest path
algorithm is a good one for this purpose.
Connectedness in a graph that is being used as
a model for a transportation or communication
system is clearly desirable. However, connectedness alone might not be sufficient. Ifthe connected graph G that represented a communication network had a vertex u such that G - u was
disconnected (u is called a cut-vertex ofG), then
it would be critical that no failure occur at u, for
this could result in a failure of the entire system.
Thus, we need some measure of the extent of
the connectedness of a graph. With that objective in mind we introduce some additional concepts.
If S is a collection of vertices of a graph G,

then G

-

S is the graph obtained from G by

deleting the vertices of S.

If G is connected but

- S is disconnected, then S is called a cut-set,
and the set S is said to separate vertices -r and y

G

if they are in different components of G - S.
The connectivity r(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of vertices in a cut-set of G. The

only graphs without cut-sets are

complete

graphs, and there the connectivity is one less
than the order ofthe complete graph. A graph G

if x(G) >

/c. Thus, for example, a
graph oforder at least 3 and with no cut-vertices
is 2-connected. It is easily checked that x(P,) :
l, x(C,) : 2, x(K,) : n - l, and x(K*,,) : n
whet m > n. One would expect that as the connectivity of a graph becomes larger, there would
be an increase in the number of alternative paths
between pairs of vertices. The following results
verify this expectation.

is /c-connected

Theorem 2 (Menger). For distinct nonadjacent vertices a and u of a graph, the maximum
number of internally disjoint (vertex disjoint except for u and u) paths between rz and u is equal
to the minimum number of vertices that separate
u and u.

Theorem 3 (Menger-Whitney). A graph is
k-connected if and only if for each pair of distinct vertices of the graph there are at least t
internally disjoint paths between them.

Connectivity, which is sometimes called vertex-connectivity, has an analog, edge-connectivity, denoted by rr(G). All the previous definitions and results concerning vertices have edge
analogs. For example, if e is an edge of a connected graph G, and the graph G - e (the graph
obtained from G by deleting the edge e) is
disconnected, then e is called a cut-edge. An
edge-cut-set is a collection of edges that, when

deleted, disconnect the graph, and the
edge-connectivity is the minimum number of
edges in an edge-cut-set. The results analogous
to those of Menger and Whitney say that high
edge-connectivity is equivalent to the existence
of many edge disjoint paths between any pair of
vertices.

If the graph that represents a communication

network has connectivity k, then k disjoint
routes can be used to deliver any message.
Thus, even with /c - 1 failures in the network,
any message can be delivered.

lll. Trees
A tree is usually deflned as a connected graph
that contains no cycles. However, this very use-

III. TREES 3I3
ful class ofgraphs has many other characterizations. The following theorem gives five equivalent statements, each of which could be used
a definition of a tree.

as

Theorem 4. The following statements are
equivalent for a graph of order n:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

G is connected and has no cycles,
G is connected and has size n - l,
G has no cycles and has size n - 1,
G is a graph in which every edge is a cut-

edge, and
(v) G is a graph with a unique path between
each pair of distinct vertices.

All nonisomorphic trees of order 5 are pictured
in Fig. 6.

Any connected graph G has a spanning tree.
This is easy to observe. Ifan edge e is on a cycle
of a connected graph, then its deletion does not
disconnect the graph. Thus, by successive deletion of edges on cycles of appropriate connected
subgraphs of G, one eventually obtains a connected subgraph of G that has no cycles. This
graph is a spanning tree I of G. This tree is not
unique (unless G is itself a tree), but it will have
size n - I if G has order n, and there will be no
smaller connected spanning subgraph of G. The
number of spanning trees in a graph can be quite
large, as the following result of Cayley indicates.
Theorem 5 (Cayley). For r > 2, the graph
K, has n '-2 nonidentical spanning trees.
There is a more general result on the number
of spanning trees of a graph, and this result can
be used to prove the theorem of Cayley. Let G
be a graph and let A(G) be the adjacency matrix
of G. The matrix D(G), called the degree matrix,
is the diagonal matrix with the degrees of the
vertices on the diagonal. Thus, the sum of the
entries of each row (column) of the matrix D(G)

-

A(G) is 0. This implies that all the cofactors of

this matrix D(G)

-

A(G)

are the same.

Theorem 6 (Kirchhoff, Matrix-Tree). The
number of nonidentical spanning trees in any

AAA
FIG.

6.

Trees of order flve.

graph G is the value of any cofactor of the ma-

trix D(G)

-

A(G).

Consider the problem ofbuilding a transporta-

tion system that connects a collection of cities
(but not necessarily every pair directly). The
cost of constructing the link between each pair
of cities is known, and we want to minimize the
total cost ofthe system by selecting appropriate
links. This translates directly into finding a minimal-cost spanning tree of a weighted graph. The
result of Cayley indicates that the brute-force

method of considering all possible spanning
trees is not efficient. An intuitive and good algorithm [of order n2 ln(n)] for finding such a minimal spanning tree was developed by Kruskal.
First, the edges of the graph are sorted in increasing order by weight. A subgraph is built by
successively adding edges from this sorted list
(starting with those of smallest weight), subject
only to the condition that an edge is never added
if it creates a cycle. This will generate a minimal
cost spanning tree.

Trees are also useful as information structures. One example of this is a binary tree used
as a search tree. The complete binary tree 7 of
depth ft can be defined inductively as a tree with
a root vertex u that is adjacent to two vertices u1
and up, called the left and right children of u,
such that u1 and up are roots of disjoint complete
binary trees ofdepth k - I in 7 - u. The tree T
has2k+1 - I vertices, and the longest paths from
the root to other vertices of the tree have length
t. Figure 7 shows a complete binary tree of
depth 3. Elements from an ordered set of cardinality n : 2k+t - 1 can be stored at the vertices
of the tree in such away that for any complete
binary subtree the elements in any left tree are
less than the root and elements in the right
tree are greater than the root. Thus, with the
binary-search tree the number of comparisons
needed to search for an element from this
ordered set with n elements has an upper bound

of log2(n + 1), which is considerably less
than a naive straightforward approach would
require.

FlG.7.

Complete binary tree.
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lV. Euleriqn ond Hqmiltonion
Grophs
In the first paper on graph theory, Euler (in
of traversing the
(Fig.
8a) without
Konigsberg
bridges
of
seven
crossing any bridge twice. He showed that it
was not possible. This is equivalent to showing
1736) considered the problem

that the multigraph G of Fig. 8b does not contain
a trail that uses all the edges of G.
An (closed) eulerian trail of a graph G is a
(closed) trail that uses all the edges ofthe graph.
A graph that contains a closed eulerian trail is
called eulerian. Euler showed that the graph G
of Fig. 8b has no eulerian trail. For a graph to
have such a trail, the graph must be connected
and all vertices, except for possibly the first and
last vertices ofthe trail, must have even degree.
These conditions are also sufflcient as the following result states.
Theorem 7 (Euler). Let G be a connected
graph (multigraph). Then, G has a closed eulerian trail if and only if each vertex has even degree, and G has an open eulerian trail if and only
if there are precisely two vertices of odd degree.

A consequence of Theorem I is that a graph
has an even number of vertices of odd degree.
There is a useful immediate corollary of Theorem 7. Ifa connected graph G has2k vertices of
odd degree, then the edges of G can be covered
with ft trails, and this is the minimum number of
trails that will sufflce. This observation is the
basis of many puzzles and games.
Also, related to eulerian graphs is the Chinese
postman problem, which is to determine the
shortest closed walk that contains all the edges
in a connected graph G. Such a walk is called,
for obvious reasons, a postman's walk. If G has
size m, then the postman's walk has length m tf
and only if G is eulerian. At the other extreme,
this shortest walk has length 2m if and only if G
is a tree. There is the obvious extension of the
Chinese postman problem to weighted graphs
and minimizing the sum of the weights along the

/A----v

V
-L-/

(o)

FlG.
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graph.
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(a) Konigsberg bridges, (b) Konigsberg multi

postman's walk. There are several good algorithms for solving this problem.
A graph G is hamiltonian if it contains a spanning cycle, and the spanning cycle is called a
hamiltonian cycle. The name is derived from the
mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton,
who in 1857 introduced a game, the object of
which was to form such a cycle. The object in
Euler's problem was to visit each of the edges
exactly once. In the hamiltonian case the object
is to visit each of the vertices exactly once, so
the problems seem closely related. However, in
sharp contrast to the eulerian case, there are no
known necessary and sufficient conditions for a
graph to be hamiltonian, and the problem of flnding such conditions is considered to be very difficult. There are numerous sufficient conditions
for the existence of a hamiltonian cycle and a
few necessary conditions. The following is an
example of one of the better known suff,cient
conditions.
Theorem 8 (Ore). If for each pair of nonadjacent vertices u and u of a graph G of order

n>3,

d(u)+d(u)>n
then G is hamiltonian.

A traveling salesman wishes to visit all the
cities on his route precisely one time and return
to his home city in the shortest possible time.
The traveling salesman problem is to determine
the route that will minimize the time (distance)
of the trip. Another version of the same problem
is presented by a robot that is tightening screws
on a piece of equipment on an assembly line. An
order for tightening the screws should be determined so that the distance traveled by the arm of
corresponding
graph problem in both cases is to determine a
minimum-weight hamiltonian cycle in a complete graph with weights assigned to each edge.
The weight assigned to an edge represents the

the robot is minimized. The

time or cost of that edge.
A brute-force approach of examining all possible hamiltonian cycles could be quite expensive,
since there are (n - 2)! possibilities in a com-

plete graph of order n. No good algorithm is
known for determining such a hamiltonian cycle; in fact, the traveling salesman problem is
known to be NP-complete. This means that it is
not known whether a good algorithm exists, but
the existence of a good algorithm to solve this
problem would imply the existence of good algorithms to solve many other outstanding prob-

V. COLORINGS OF GRAPHS
lems, such as the graph isomorphism problem.
Some of these problems will be mentioned in
later sections. Although, there is no known good
algorithm that always gives a minimum solution,
there are procedures that give reasonable solutions most of the time.

V. Colorings of Grophs
A coloring (sometimes called a vertex-coloring) of the vertices of a graph is an assignment of
one color to each vertex. If ft colors are used, it
is called a t-coloring, and if adjacent vertices are

it is a proper coloring.
The minimum number of colors in a proper coloring of a graph G is called the (vertex) chromatic number of G and is denoted by X(G). The
chromatic number of many special graphs is
easy to determine. For example, x(K") : n,
X(C") : 3 if n is odd, and X@) : 2 for ar'y
bipartite graph B with at least one edge. Therefore, all paths, all cycles of even length, and all
trees have chromatic number 2, since they are
bipartite. In general, the chromatic number of a
graph is difflcult to determine; in fact, from an
given different colors,

algorithm point of view

it is an NP-complete

problem like the traveling salesman problem.
In a proper coloring of a graph, the set of all
vertices assigned the same color must be independent. A proper k-coloring is thus a way of
partitioning the vertices V of a graph G into ft
independent sets, and thus, the chromatic number is the minimum number of independent sets
in such a partition.
Consider the problem of storing n chemicals
(or other objects) when certain pairs of these
chemicals cannot be stored in the same building.
A natural model associated with this problem is
a

graph G of order n. The vertices are the chemi-

cals, and the edges are pairs of chemicals that
cannot be stored together. The chromatic number x(G) is the minimum number of buildings
needed to store the objects safely, since the
buildings partition the objects into sets corresponding to independent sets of vertices.
The chromatic number 1(G) is related to other
graphical parameters that are easy to determine,
such as A(G), the maximum degree of a vertex
of G. The maximum degree gives an upper
bound on the chromatic number.

Theorem 9 (Brooks). For any graph G,
x(G) < A(G) + 1, and if G is a connected graph
that is not an odd cycle or a complete graph,
then x(G) = A(G).
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A maximal complete subgraph of a graph

is

called a clique. Ifa graph G contains a clique of
order m, then clearly X(G) > z. However, the

determination of the order of the largest cLique

in a graph is also an NP-complete problem. In
addition, the chromatic number of a graph can
be very large without the graph even containing
a complete graph with three vertices or any
small cycle. There is no relation between 1(G)
and the largest clique of a graph G that would
simplify the problem of determining x(G). The
girth of a graph G is the length of a shortest cycle
in the graph. The following result indicates that
a graph can be very sparse and still have a large
chromatic number.

Theorem

10

(Erd<is,

Lovirsz). For any pair

of positive integers k and m, there is a graph

with chromatic number at least k and girth at
least m.

This result is interesting, but the proof technique that was used may be of even more interest. The probabilistic method, which was introduced by Erdds, is the basis for the proof. In its
simplest form, this powerful technique merely
counts the number ofgraphs that do not satisfy a
certain property and verifies that this number is
less than the total number ofgraphs. Therefore,
there must be at least one graph with the desired
property. This results in a proof of the existence

of a graph, but it does not necessarily exhibit
such a graph.
There is an edge analog to the vertex coloring
of a graph. An assignment of a color to each
edge of a graph is called an edge-coloring, and it
is called a k-edge-coloring if at most k colors are

used.

A proper

edge-coloring is one in which

adjacent edges are assigned different colors. The
edge chromatic number Xr(G) of a graph G is the
minimum k for which there is a proper ft-edgecoloring of G. It should be noted that this concept applies to any multigraph without loops. A
lower bound for 11(G) is A(G), since each of the
edges incident to a fixed vertex must have a different color. An upper bound is given by the

following result.

1L (Vizing). For any graph G,
xr(G): A(G) or A(G) + I

Theorem

The theorem of Vizing implies that a graph G
falls into one of two categories, depending on
whether Xr(G) : A(G) or not. Most graphs are

in the first category (Xr = A). In particular, all
bipartite graphs are in this category.

Ifn

is odd,
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then the cycle has Cn edge chromatic number 3,
but maximum degree 2, so there are graphs in

the second category. No characterization for
graphs in either of these two categories is
known.

Two scheduling problems can be considered
problems. We briefly describe
each of the problems along with a solution. The
first problem involves vertex coloring, and the
second problem involves edge coloring.
A schedule of classes is to be made that will
accommodate the requests of all members of a
group of students. ff each class is offered at a
different time, then each student will be able to
take the classes he or she wants. This could
result in a large number of class periods, with
some being at very undesirable times. The problem is to determine the minimum number of time
periods necessary to satisfy every student. Consider a graph G with the vertices being the
classes to be scheduled. Two classes are joined
by an edge if some student would like to take
both classes. Two classes can be scheduled at
the same time if no student has requested to take
both classes, so such classes must be independent in the graph G. This suggests that the chroas graph-coloring

ing graph theory. Suppose there are three
houses (A, B, and C) and three utilities (.E, G,
and W for electricity, gas, and water), as pictured in Fig. 9a. The problem is to connect all
the utilities to each of the houses without any of
the utility lines crossing. Pictured in Fig. 9a is an
attempt that failed. The graph theoretical form
of this problem is to determine if the complete
bipartite graph K33 Gig. 9b) can be drawn or
pictured in the plane in such a way that the lines
that represent the edges do not intersect except
at the vertices of the graph. This leads to the
concepts of plane and planar graphs.
A planar graph can be drawn in the plane with

points representing the vertices and "nice
smooth curves or lines" representing the edges.
Once such a graph is drawn or embedded in the
plane, it is called a plane graph. Thus, the three

utilities problem is equivalent to determining if
K3,3 is a planar graph. It is also a question that
has a surprisingly uncomplicated answer, not
only for the special graph K3.3, but for any
graph.

Figure 10 is a diagram of a plane graph G.
Associated with this diagram are points (vertices
of G), curves (edges of G), and regions (faces of

matic number X(G) is the minimum number of

G). The regions are the connected portions of

time periods needed for the scheduling. This fact

the plane that remain after the points and curves
ofthe diagram are deleted. Also note that one of
these regions (namely, Ra) is unbounded. If p, q,
and r are the number of vertices, edges, and
faces of a plane graph G, respectively, then p -6, q 8, and r 4 for the graph in Fig. 10. An

is not difficult to verify.
A similar scheduling problem deals with the
scheduling of teachers for classes. A collection
ofteachers Tis to be scheduled to teach a set of
classes C. The number of periods of each class
that each teacher is responsible for is known.
The problem is to determine a schedule that uses

a minimum number of time periods.

It is as-

sumed that a teacher can teach only one class in
any period, and each class is taught by only one
teacher. Consider the bipartite graph -B (actually
it is a bipartite multigraph without loops) with
as the vertices in one part and C as the vertices

I

in the other part. Ifa teacher t in 7is scheduled
to teach m sections of a class c in C, then place
la edges between the vertex t and the vertex c.
The construction of a schedule is really a proper
edge-coloring of the bipartite graph B using the
time periods as colors. This observation can be
used to verify that the minimum number of periods that must be used in the scheduling is the
edge chromatic number y1(B), and this is the
maximum degree A(B).

:

:

induction proof can be employed to verify that
the following linear equality is always satisfied

by these parameters.
Theorem
plane graph

12 (Euler formula). If G is
withp vertices,

then

P-q+r:2
This result is a useful and powerful tool for
proving that certain graphs are not planar. The
boundary of each region of a plane graph has at

M
(b)

V!. Plonor Grophs
The Houses and Utilities Problem is a classiptzzle whose solution can be described us-

cal

a

q edges, and r faces,

(o)
FlG.

9.

(a) Houses and utilities problem, (b) K:,:.
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but elementary proof that five colors are sufflcient. However, the question of whether four
colors are enough remained open for many
years. Many mathematicians (both professional

FlG.

10.

Plane graph.

least three edges, and of course each edge can

be on the boundary of at most two regions.
Thus, the number ofedges and regions in a plane
graph satisfies the inequality r - 2q13. This in'
equality and Theorem 72 imply q = 3p - 6. This
type of reasoning and the observation that in a
bipartite plane graph each region has at least
four edges on its boundary give the following

result.

Theorem

13. If G is a connected

planar

graph withp(>3) vertices and q edges, then q <
3p - 6. If, in addition, G is a bipartite graph,

thenq'2P-4.

The second inequality of Theorem l3 implies
that the bipartite graph K33 is not planar, since
9 > 2(6) - 4. The first inequality ofTheorem 13
implies that the complete graph K5 is not planar,
since p : 5 and S : l0 for K5. In some sense,
any graph that is not planar must contain either
Ks or l(t,:. We now describe what we mean by
"in some sense." To subdivide an edge uu of a
graph is to replace an edge with a vertex w and
two edges uw and wz. This is like placing a vertex in the middle of an edge. A subdivision of a
graph is obtained by successively subdividing
the edges of a graph. C1early, a subdivision of a
graph is planar ifand only ifthe graph is planar.
We can now give a characterization of planar
graphs.

Theorem 14 (Kuratowski). A graph is planar if and only if it contains no subdivision of Ks
or K:,:.
One of the most famous problems in mathematics is the Four Color Problem, which was
flrst proposed in 1852. Consider a map, such as
the map of Europe. We would like to color the
countries (which we assume to be connected) so

and amateur) worked on this problem, and many
incorrect proofs were generated.
A map with five countries is pictured in Fig.
1la. Associated with this map is a planar graph
G, whose vertices are the countries and whose
edges join countries with common boundaries.
An embedding of G is given in Fig. 11b. It is
important to note that the graph G is planar.

Coloring the map so that adjacent countries
have different colors is the same as giving a
proper vertex coloring of the planar graph G of
Fig. 11b. Associated with any map is a planar
graph, and conversely, associated with a plane
graph is a map. Thus, solving the four-color
problem is equivalent to showing that no planar
graph has chromatic number greater than four.
ln 1976, a positive solution to this problem was
obtained by Appel and Haken by reducing the
problem to a flnite number of classes of planar
graphs and then aralyzitg these cases with the
aid of a computer.
Theorem

15 (Appel-Haken).

nar graph G, X(G)

For any pla-

4.

For many applications, planarity is a desirable
property to have. Ifthe graph that represents an
electrical circuit is planar, then the circuit can be
printed on a board. Also, there are good algorithms (in fact, linear in the number of edges of
the graph) for testing graphs for planarity and for
embedding planar graphs in the plane.
For graphs that are not planar, there are several measures of how "nonplanar" they are. We
mention three of the most common measures.
One of these is the genus of a graph. The surface obtained from a sphere by adding m handles
(like a handle on a coffee cup) is a surface of
genus /rr. Embedding for these surfaces is defined in the same way as it is for the plane:
Curves that represent edges must not intersect
except at points that represent vertices. A graph
G has genus m 1f it can be embedded in a surface
of genus m btt not in a surface of genus m - l.

"@

that any two countries that have a common
boundary (notjust a point) have different colors.
Is it possible to color any such map with at most
four colors? It is easy to show that six colors will
suffice, since any planar graph must have a vertex of degree at most five. Also, there is a clever

<

(b)

FlG.

11.

(a) Map; (b) Plane graph.
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Any graph can be embedded in a surface of sufficiently large genus, so every graph has finite
genus. Embedding a graph in the plane is equivalent to embedding the graph on a sphere. Since
a sphere is a surface of genus 0, the planar
graphs are precisely the graphs of genus 0.
If a graph G is not planar, then it can be broken into subgraphs that are planar. The minimum number of planar subgraphs of G, whose
union of edges is all the edges of G, is called the
thickness of G. Therefore, a planar graph has
thickness 1.
Ifa graph G is not planar, then any drawing of
it in the plane would require that at least two of
the edges cross at some point other than at a
vertex. The minimum number of such crossings
possible for some representation in the plane is
called the crossing number of G. Clearly, platar
graphs have crossing number 0.
In general, the determination of the genus,
thickness, or crossing number of a graph is an

extremely difficult problem, even for special
classes of graphs. For example, both the genus
and thickness of all complete graphs are known,

but the proofs are difflcult. Also, the crossing
number is not known for complete graphs with
more than ten vertices.

may not necessarily span the graph, is called a
matching. A matching with the most edges is
called a maximum matching. In a cycle C2p of
even length, alternate edges in the cycle form a
perfect matching in the cycle. There are thus
two such perfect matchings, and they form a 1factorization of the cycle.
Factorizations of complete graphs have been
studied extensively. For example, K2nhas a lfactorization. Thus, K2, has an r-factoizationtf
and only tf 2n is a multiple of r. Of coursa Kz,+t
cannot have a l-factor because of its order, but
it does have a 2-factoization. In fact, it has a
factorization consisting of hamiltonian cycles.
In Fig. lZa, a l-factoization of Ka is displayed,
and a 2-factorization of K5 is given in Fig. l2b.
There are many other kinds of interesting factors and factorizations of complete graphs, such
as factoring with paths or trees.
One of the earliest general results in this area
involves a characteization of graphs that have
Z-factorizations. Clearly, a graph G cannot have
an r-factorization unless it is z-regular for some
multiple m of r.In the case r : 2, this condition
is also sufficient.
Theorem L6 (Petersen). A graph has a 2factorization if and only if it is z-regular with m
even.

Vll. Foctorizotion

Theory

A spanning subgraph of a graph G is called a
factor of G.It E(G) is the edge disjoint union of
the edges offactors of G, then these factors form

a factorization of G. Thus, a factorization is a
partitioning ofthe edges ofthe graph. A factor of
a graph that is r-regular is called an r-factor, and
any factorization of a graph with r-factors is
called an r-factorization. A hamiltonian cycle in
a graph is an example of a 2-factor . Of particular
interest are l-factors of graphs, also called perfect matchings. A perfect matching of a graph of
order n (clearly n must be even) thus consists of
nlZ independent edges (edges that are not adja-

cent). A collection ofindependent edges, which

12

H

o-o
34

ttx

A similar char actenzation for 1 -factorization
in bipartite graphs exists.

Theorem 17 (Kiinig). A bipartite graph has
a l-factoization if and only if it is regular.
Perfect matchings ofgraphs have been investigated more extensively than any other factors.
Fortunately, there is a useful characterization of
bipartite graphs that have perfect matchings. If
G is a bipartite graph with parts A and,B, then a
matching M is said to saturate A if each vertex in
A is incident to an edge of M. Thus, if lAl : lBl,
any matching that saturates A is a perfect matching. Also, if M Is a matching that saturates A,
then for any subset S of A, the neighborhood

'*,'

'*'

3434
(o)

FrG. t2

s

(a) l-Factorization of 1(r,

(b)
G) 2-factorization of

K5
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N(S) of S (vertices not in S that are adjacent to
some vertex of S) must have as many vertices as

S, because the matching M implies this. This
condition is also sufflcient.
Theorem

L8

(Philip

tite graph with pafis

A

Hall). If
and

matching that saturates A

lN(s)l >

lsl

if

for

G is a bipar-

B, then there is
and only

all

a

if

scA

A charactenzation of all graphs that have perfect matchings also exists, but it is more complicated.

IfS is a separating

set for a graph G, then

G - S can have several components. Any component C with an odd number of vertices (called
an odd component) cannot within itself have a
perfect matching. So, any perfect matching of G
has at least one edge joining a vertex of C with a
vertex of S. Thus, if G has a perfect matching,
the number of odd components cannot exceed
the number of vertices in S. This condition on
the number of odd components is also sufficient.
Theorem 19 (Tu6e). A graph G has a perfect matching if and only if for each S C y(G)
the number of odd components in G
not exceed lSl.

-

S does

is a maximum matching. The condition of Hall
can be shown to be violated if the maximum
matching is not a perfect matching.
There are many applications of matchings in
graphs. An obvious one is the assignment problem. Assume there are n workers in z jobs, and
each worker can perform some of the jobs. The
assignment problem is to determine if it is possible to assign each person a job (two workers
cannot be assigned the same job) and, if so, to
make the assignment. The graph model is a bi-

partite graph with the workers in one part and
the jobs in the other part. An edge is placed
between a worker and any job he can perforrn.
The assignment problem reduces to flnding a
maximal matching in this bipartite graph. If this
matching is a perfect matching, then an assignment can be made; otherwise, it is not possible.
Since there is a good algorithm for finding maximal matchings in bipartite graphs, there is a

good algorithm

for

solving

the

assignment

problem.
The assignment problem can also be considered when the numbers ofjobs and workers are
not the same. However, for example, when the
number ofworkers exceeds the number ofjobs,
the objective is to assign all thejobs. This unfor-

tunately leaves some

of the workers unem-

subsets in a set with n elements. However, good
algorithms do exist for finding maximum matchings in graphs. One such algorithm for bipartite
graphs uses the idea of an alternating path. If M
is a matching of a graph G, then an M-alternating
path is a path whose edges alternate between
edges in M and edges not in M.If the flrst and
last vertices of the path are not in M, Ihen the
path is at M-augmenting path. If P is an Maugmenting path, then replacing the edges of P
that are in M with the edges of P not in M will
give a larger matching in G. Thus, a maximum
matching M never has an M-augmenting path.
Berge showed that this was a necessary and sufflcient condition for a matching to be maximum.
The algorithm based on this result searches
for augmenting paths by constructing a tree
rooted at a vertex that is not saturated by the
matching. AIso, all the paths in this tree are alternating. Either this tree gives an augmenting

ployed. The graph model is still the same bipartite graph, and the objective is to flnd a matching
that saturates the vertices associated with the
jobs. The algorithm used when the number of
jobs is the same as the number of workers also
applies in this case.
A generalization of the assignment problem is
the optimal assignment problem. Here there are
also n workers and n jobs. However, in this
case, the i th worker can perform theTth job with
some efflciency cy, The problem is to assign
each worker ajob such that the sum ofthe efflciencies is a maximum. Again, a brute-force approach of examining all possible assignments is
not efflcient, since there are n ! such possibilities. There is a good algorithm for solving the
optimal assignment problem that utilizes finding
maximum matchings in a series of appropriately
deflned bipartite graphs. Associated with a given
assignment of jobs there is a bipartite graph. A
maximum matching is determined in this bipartite graph. If the maximum matching is not a
perfect matching, then it can be used to obtain a
better assignment which determines a new bipartite graph. If the matching is perfect, then the
assignment is optimal, and the algorithm termi-

path that gives a larger matching or the matching

nates.

Although both Theorem 18 and Theorem 19
are useful results, they cannot be applied directly to obtain good algorithms for finding perfect matchings (or maximum matchings) in
graphs. This is true since there are 2" different
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Vlll. Groph Reconstruction
A famous unsolved problem in graph theory is
the Kelly-Ulam Conjecture. A graph G of order
n is reconstructible if it is uniquely determined
by its z subgraphs G - u for u c Y. Figure 13 is
an example ofthe four graphs obtained from single vertex deletions of a graph of order 4, and
the graph they uniquely determine.

Reconstruction Conjecture (Kelly-Ulam).
Any graph of order at least 3 is reconstructible.
The initial but equivalent formulation of the
conjecture involved two graphs. If G and H are
graphs with Y(G) : {h , uz, .. ., unl and V(H) :
{ur,uz,...,un}, andif G - ur= H - u;for 1< i <
n, then G = H. Note that to say that a graph G is
reconstructible does not mean that there is a
good algorithm that will construct the graph G
from the graphs G - u for u e V. A positive
solution to the conjecture might still leave open
the question of the complexity of algorithms that
would generate a solution to the problem.
Although it is not known in general if a graph
is reconstructible, certain properties and paramgraph are reconstructible. It is
straightforward to reconstruct from the vertexdeleted subgraphs both the size of a graph and
the degree each vertex. Let G be a graph of size
q with vertice s {u1, u2, ..., ur}, and for each i let
eters

of the

qibe the size of the graph G - ui . Each edge in G
would appear in precisely p - 2 of the vertexdeleted subgraphs, hence

s:

(>
t: l

o,)f ro

Also, clearly the vertex

-

zt

u; has degree

V
G

-rt

Theorem 20. The following classes ofgraphs
are reconstructible:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

disconnected graphs,

trees, and
regular graphs.

Corresponding to the vertex reconstruction
conjecture is an edge reconstruction conjecture,
which states that a graph G of size m - 4 is
uniquely determined by the m-subgraphs G - e
for e e E(G). Such a graph is said to be edgereconstructible. As in the vertex case, the edge
conjecture is open. The two conjectures are related, as the following result indicates.
Theorem 21 (Greenwell). If a graph with at
least four edges and no isolated vertices is reconstructible, then it is edge-reconstructible.
Theorem 21 implies that trees, regular graphs,

and disconnected graphs with two nontrivial
components are edge-reconstructible. There are
also results that show that graphs with many
edges are edge-reconstructible. For example,
Lovitzsz has shown that if a graph G has order r
and size m with m > n(n - l)14, then G is edge-

reconstructible.

Intuitively, the edge-reconstruction conjec-

e

-

ei. An

immediate consequence of these facts is that any
regular graph is reconstructible.
Several properties dealing with the connectedness of a graph are reconstructible, including
the number of components of the graph. A subgraph of a graph is a block if it is a maximal 2connected subgraph. The blocks of a graph partition the edges ofagraph, and the only vertices
that are in more than one block are the cut-vertices. If a graph has at least two blocks, then the
blocks of the graph can also be determined.

qP

However, this does not mean that the graph can
be reconstructed from the blocks.
There are many special classes of graphs that
are reconstructible, but we list only three wellknown classes.

A

o
(H
G-rg

G-vz
FlG.

13.

ture is weaker than the reconstruction conjecture. This is confirmed by Theorem 21. However, there is another way of relating the two
conjectures. Associated with every graph G is
the line-graph I(G) of G. The vertices of I(G)
are the edges of G, and two vertices of L(G)
(which are edges of G) are adjacent in I(G) if
and only if they were adjacent edges in G. The
following result relates reconstruction and edge
reconstruction.

Theorem ?2 (Harary, Hemminger, and
Palmer). A graph with size at least four is
edge-reconstructible if and only if its line-graph
is reconstructible.

V ;N;
G-v+

Graph reconstruction.

G
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The line graphs of some special classes of
graphs are easy to determine. For example, the
line graph of a star K1,rrs K,, a complete graph,
and the line graph of a cycle Cnis a cycle C, of
the same length. Therefore, the graphs K3 and
K1,3 have isomorphic line graphs, namely, K3.
With this one exception, the line graphs of nonisomorphic connected graphs are also noniso-

morphic. However, this does not imply that
every graph is the line graph of some graph. In
fact, there are numerous characterizations of
line graphs. In particular, no graph that has an
induced subgraph isomorphic to K1,3 can be the
line graph of a graph.
Since not every graph is the line graph of
some graph, Theorem 22 does not imply that the
edge-reconstruction conjecture and the vertexreconstruction conjecture are equivalent,

lX. Exlremol Theory
There are a large number of optimization
problems and results in graph theory that could
be considered in a discussion of extremal graph
theory; however, we shall restrict our consideration to the problem of determining the maximum number of edges a graph can have without
containing a certain subgraph. For example,
consider the problem of determining how many
edges there can be in a graph oforder zr that does
not contain a K3 (triangle). For n even, the complete bipartite graph Knp,,12has n2l4 edges and
no triangle, in fact no odd cycle. Also, any graph
with n vertices and (n214) * I edges (for n even)
can be shown to contain a triangle. Thus, when
n is even, the maximum number of edges in a
triangle-free graph oforder n is n214.
The original problem of Turdn, who initiated
this kind of investigation, was to determine the
maximum number of edges a graph of order r
can have without containing a complete graph
-Kr. The case p : 3 was just considered. The
general case, although more complicated, is par-

graph is clearly k. Let T(n, ft) denote the complete ft-partite graph of order n in which the difference in the number of vertices in any pair of
parts is at most 1. That is, if 4 : km + r with 0

=
t 1 ffi, there are,, parts with m * I vertices and
the remaining k - r parts have m vertices. Let
t(n, k) denote the size of the graph T(n, k).
Tur6n proved the following result.
Theorem

T(n,

between each pair of t parts are in the graph, the
graph is called a complete k-partite graph. In any
k-partite graph, the vertices in each part are independent, and ifthe graph is a complete k-partite graph, then the chromatic number of the

The maximum num-

p-

1) is the only graph of that order and

size with no Ko.

For a fixed graph F,, which we shall call the
forbidden graph, the extremal number ex(n, F)
is the maximum size of a graph of order r that
does not contain an F as subgraph. The collection of graphs of order n and size ex(n, F) is
called the extremal graphs for F and is denoted
by Ex(n, F). The extremal problem consists of
flnding ex(n, F) and also Ex(n, F), if possible.
For the case in which the forbidden graph is Kp,
the result of Tur6n states that ex(n, Kp) :
t(n, p - 1) and Ex(z, Kp) : {T(n,p - 1)}. Note
that

t(n,p-tr:(o--2\(f\
\p t) \21

-

when n is a multiple of

p

- | and is close to that

for all other values of n. Ifp is thought of as the
chromatic number of the complete graph K,,
then the extremal result for an arbitrary graph F
is closely related to the result for the complete
graph. In fact, the chromatic number X(F) determines the order of magnitude of the extremal

number if the graph is not bipartite. In the following result, an error function is needed. Denote by o(n2) a function of n with the property
that o(n2)ln2 approaches 0 as r becomes large,
Theorem Z (Erdiis-Simonovits). For any
nontrivial graph F with chromatic number k > 3,

allel.

Multipartite graphs are a class of graphs that
occur in this type of study. A graph G is called a
k-partite graph if the vertices Y can be partitioned into ft parts such that the only edges in G
join vertices in different parts. Thus, bipartite
graphs are simply 2-paftite graphs. If all edges

23 (Turin).

ber of edges in a graph of order n that does
not contain a K, is t(n, p - 1), and the graph

ex(r, F)

: (=)(i)

+

.t*t

Also, any graph in Ex(n, F) can be obtained
from T(n, k - l) by deleting or adding at most
o(22) edges.

IfF

is not a bipartite graph, then the first term

in the expression for ex(n, F) in Theorem 24 is

of order n 2, so the error function o(n 2) becomes
insigniflcant for sufflciently large values of n.
However, when F is a bipartite graph, this first
term is 0, and thus Theorem 24 gives little infor-
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mation. The extremal problem for a bipartite

TABLE

graph is called the degenerate case; in this case,
there are many interesting open questions, and
no general asymptotic result such as Theorem 24
is known. Examples that give lower bounds for
the number ex(n, F) are difflcult to find when F
is a bipartite graph and in many cases involve
designs. We mention two results that give upper
bounds. Sharp lower bounds are not known for
either of the classes of graphs considered below,
except for a few small-order cases (Ca, Ce , Cn,
and K:,:).

4

Theorem 25 (Ktivrflri-S6s-Tur6n). If r s,
=
then there exists a constant c,, (depending only
on r and s) such that

ex(n, K,,r) < crrn(Z
Theorem
such that

26 (Erdiis).
ex(n, C21)

<

3

l.

Ramsey Numbers

69141823

28 or 29

l8

(Fr, F) and is denoted by r(F1 , F2).In general,
these numbers are difficult to determine. In the
classical case, when G and 11 are complete
graphs, only a few of the Ramsey numbers are
known; in fact, Table I gives all the known Ramsey numbers r(K*, K,) for 3 s m
n.

=

(tlr))

There is a constant c1
ckn\+1tk))

For the case in which the forbidden bipartite
graph is a tree, more is known about ex(n, F).
When p - I divides n, a disjoint union of com-

plete graphs Kp-1 implies thal ex(n, Tp) :(p - 2)nl2 for any tree with p vertices. Erdos
and S6s conjectured that(p - 2)(nl2) is an upper

bound as well for all values of n. This is known
to be true for stars and paths.
The extremal problem can be generalized to
consider a family of forbidden graphs, not just
one graph. However, the extremal results for a
family of forbidden graphs is essentially the
same as for one forbidden graph. The important
parameter in the case of a family of graphs is the
smallest chromatic number of a graph that is in

the family. Therefore, if there is at least one
subgraph in the family that is bipartite, then the
extremal number is o(n2). Also, if a graph G of
order n has more than ex(n, F) edges, then it has
at least one copy of F. An interesting problem is
to determine the number of copies of F that G
must have as a function of its number of edges.
An area of extremal theory that predates theory related to the Tur6n type of theory is Ramsey theory. In Ramsey theory, pairs of "forbidden" graphs are considered, say F1 and F2, and
one is interested in determining whether, for
each graph G of order n, F1 is a subgraph of G or
F2 is a subgraph of the complement G of G. A
consequence of a result of Frank Ramsey that
was proved in 1930 is that this is always true if r
is sufficiently large. The smallest n for which it is
true is called the Ramsey number of the pair

r(K^, K,)

X. Directed Grophs
A directed graph or digraph D is a finite collection of elements, called vertices, and a collection of ordered pairs of these vertices, called
arcs. Thus, a digraph is similar to a graph except
that every arc in a digraph has a direction,
whereas an edge in a graph does not. Just as for
graphs, the vertices and arcs of D are denoted
by V and E, respectively. However, in this case,
the arc e

:

uu does not join vertices u

andu,but

joins a to u. Thus, uu * uu. The terms adjacent
with and incident with are replaced by the terms
adjacent to, adjacent from, incident to, and incident from. The order and size of a digraph is the
it

same as for a graph.

Most of the concepts for graphs have obvious
analogs for digraphs, for example, subdigraph
aad directed walks of various types. However,
the degree of a vertex u is split into two parts:
d+(u) is the number of arcs incident from u and
is called the outdegree, and d-(u) is the number
of arcs incident to u and is called the indegree.
The degree d(u) is equal to d+(u) + d-(u). Asso-

ciated with each digraph D is an underlying
graph G obtained from D by removing the directions from the edges ofD and then removing any
one of any pair of multiple edges that are produced as a result of removing the directions.

The concept of connectivity is more complicated for directed graphs, and several types of

connectivity arise. We shall mention two that
are most commonly used. A digraph D is connected if the underlying graph is connected. A
vertex u is reachable from a vertex u if there is a

directed path from

u to u. The digraph

is

strongly connected or disconnected if the members of every pair of distinct vertices are reach-

X.

components.
The lengths ofpaths or cycles in the underlying graph of a digraph give no information about
the length of directed paths or cycles. However,

it is surprising that the chromatic number of a
digraph (which is the same as the chromatic
number of the underlying graph) does provide
some information, as the following two results
indicate. The flrst of these results can be obtained as a corollary of the second.
Theorem 27 (Gallai-Roy). Every digraph
D contains a directed path of length at least

x@).
Theorem
digraph

D

28 (Bondy).

Every diconnected

contains a cycle

of length at least

x@).
Just as in the case for graphs, there are natural
questions concerning the existence of special
subdigraphs in digraphs. Conditions that imply
the existence of eulerian directed trails, cycles,
or other subdigraphs in digraphs are often analogs of conditions in graphs. The following are

two such examples from among many.
Theorem 29. A digraph D has a closed eulerian directed trail if and only if d+(u) : d-(u) for

allueV.
Theorem

30 (IYoodall). IfD is a digraph of
f E(D) implies that

order z, such that uu

then D has a directed hamiltonian cycle.
Consider a city that has had both one-way and
two-way streets, but because of additional traffic
flow must make all streets one-way. Is it possible that the direction of the streets can be chosen so that a motorist can get from any one point
to any other point in the city? Given a graph G,
an orientation ofthe graph is an assignment ofa
direction to each of the edges of the graph.
Thus, the oriented graph obtained in this way is
a digraph. The graph-theory form of the problem
is to determine for which graphs there is an orientation that makes the resulting digraph diconnected. If the graph contains a bridge (an edge
that disconnects the graph), then clearly no such
orientation exists. The lack of such a bridge,
which means that at least two edges must be
deleted to disconnect the graph and the graph is
2-edge-connected, is also a sufficient condition.
Theorem 31 (Robbins). Every 2-edge-connected graph has an orientation that gives a diconnected digraph.

A digraph obtained from orientating a complete graph is called a tournament. See Fig. 15
for an example of a tournament that is diconnected and, in fact, has a directed hamiltonian
cycle. The use of the term tournament is a natural one. If a tennis tournament were played with
all pairs of participants playing each other
(round-robin tournament), then the results of the
tour:nament could be modeled by this type of
directed graph. A directed edge from a to u indicates that z defeated u. Tournaments are a class
ofdigraphs that has been studied extensively. If
number x(7) is n. Therefore, Theorems 27 and
28 have the following immediate consequences.

Theorem

32 (R6dei). Every

has a directed hamiltonian path.

(b)

FlG.14.
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d+(u)+d-(u)>n

able from each other. Clearly, disconnectedness

implies connectedness, but the digraph in Fig.
14a shows that the two concepts are not the
same. Just as connectivity can be used to partition the vertices of a graph into components,
disconnectedness can be used to partition the
vertices of a digraph into dicomponents. Any
pair of vertices in the same dicomponent are
mutually reachable. The dicomponents of the digraph D in Fig. 14a are shown in Fig. 14b. Thus,
the digraph in Fig. 14a is an example of a graph
that is connected but yet has three diconnected

DIRECTED

(a) Digraph, (b) components.

tournament
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source) and r (called the sink), and a function c
(called the capacity) that assigns to each arc of
the network a nonnegative integer. A flow on D
is a function /from E(D') into the nonnegative
integers such that the following two conditions
are satisfied:
FlG.

.l5.

Diconnected tournament.

f(e) <

Theorem 32 implies that in any round-robin
tournament the players can always be ordered
such that the ith player defeats the (i + l)th
player. In this case the flrst player can be considered the best player. However, the hamiltonian path is not necessarily unique, so there
could be another ordering that would give a different first person, who could also claim to be
the best. Theorem 33 implies that the players
can be cyclically ordered such that the i th player
defeats the (i + l)th ifand only iffor each pair of
players A and B there is a sequence from A to B
such that each player defeats the next player in
the sequence. In this case, any person could
make an argument for being the best player in
the tournament.
Most of the algorithms dealing with graphs
have digraph analogs. Also, in general, the complexity of the corresponding algorithms is approximately the same. If there is a good algorithm in the graph case, then the corresponding

digraph algorithm is usually good, and if the
graph algorithm is NP-complete, then the corresponding digraph algorithm is NP-complete. For
example, there is a good algorithm to flnd the
dicomponents ofa digraphjust as there is a good
algorithm to flnd the components of a graph. The
existence of hamiltonian cycles is NP-complete
in both the directed and the undirected case.

Xl. Network

for

uueE

forall ueD-{s,t}
The first condition merely states that the flow
cannot exceed the capacity of the arc, and the
second requires that the flow into an intermedi-

ate vertex is the same as the flow out of the
vertex. The object is to find a maximum flow
from the source s to the sink r. The value to be
maximized is the net flow out of s, which is
).,=r/1su) - ),,.u/1us). An example of a network with a flow is given in Fig. 16. The flrst
number of the pair by each arc is the flow, and
the second is the capacity. The net flow in this
case is 4-

A cut in a network D is a partition of the vertices Vinto two subsets S and S with s e S and
I e S. The capacity of the cut is the sum of the
capacities of the edges from S to S. The following is called the max-flow min-cut theorem.
Theorem 34 (Ford-Fulkerson). In a network the value of a maximum flow is equal to
the capacity of a minimum cut.
There is a good algorithm for flnding a maximum flow in a network. It is based on starting
with any flow, say the 0 flow, and successively
increasing this flow by finding a path (with possibly some arcs reversed) from source to the sink
on which the flow can be increased. If at any
step this cannot be done, the algorithm generates a cut whose capacity is equal to the flow.
This, of course, implies that the flow is maximum.

The term network is used in several different
contexts and has many meanings: for example,

communication networks and electrical networks. We shall generally restrict our consideration to one kind of network, which is used to
build a model for determining how to maximize
the flow of goods from one point to another in
some transportation system. A network is a digraph D with two specified vertices s (called the

all e e E

2 f@,): ow(E
2 f@*)

33 (Camion). Every

tournament
of order at least 3 has a directed hamiltonian
cycle if and only if it is diconnected.
Theorem

c(e)

FIG.

.l6.

Network
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l'hc networks considered herc wcre

single-

source and single-sink netrvorks. This is not a
restriction, since it is sirrple to go fronr a multiple source and sink network to a nelwork with a
single source and sink. A new nelwork can be
constructed by adding a super source that is adjacenl to all the sources and a super sink that is
adjacent from all the sinks. A solution to the

maximum flow problenr for this single-source
and single-sink network gives a solution to the
maximum flou, problem for the multiple-source
and multiple-sink nelu,ork.

There are nrany applications and

conse-

quences to the max-flou, min-cut theorem. The
matching result of Hall and the various forms of
I\{enger's theorems for both graphs and digraphs
can be pror,ed using this result.

Digraphs u,ith labels on the directed edges.
such as the netu c'rrk -iust described. can be used
as models for many situations. ln operations research. activil-v nelu'orks are usefui as nrodels
for the planning of activities of Iarge pro-iects. A
digraph ia ith a single source and sink (represenl-

ing the beginning and end of the project)

has

directed edges that represent the activities of the
project. The directed edges also indicate lvhich
activities must be compleled before others can
be started. The label on each edge represenls the
time required to compleie that activity. Algorithms thal calculate path Iengths can be used to
determine optimal schedules for such projects
and to determine which activities are criticai in
keeping such a scheduie.
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